
Using New Data Methods  
to Make Collection Decisions
More effective metrics supplement traditional approaches

Libraries 
using data  
is not new

Libraries have traditionally used data to:

TRIM PRINT COLLECTIONS
MAKE COLLECTION DECISIONS

The escalating sophistication of content 
platforms, however, has increased the volume 
and complexity of data points available for 
decision-making.

Looking beyond cost-per metrics will help academic libraries make better-
informed acquisition decisions to use their budgets effectively. For more 
information on the types of data available and how to incorporate them 
into your decision-making, contact our sales team for a consultation at 
www.elsevier.com/sciencedirect/collection-data-for-libraries.

Deciding what to acquire

The changing  
calculus of  
print vs. 
electronic

Adapted from Melissa Fulkerson, “The Use of data in publishing and library acquisition 
strategies,” www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780323884938000045

Cost-per title and cost-per-use analyses are common ways for libraries to use data to guide collection decisions. These metrics remain 
useful, but the availability of new types of data opens many new possibilities for making more effective decisions.

The role of data in new acquisition strategies

Key quantitative factors that help illustrate 
the value of an investment into a content 
resource:

Key qualitative factors should not be overlooked in collection decision-making. 
These elements help clarify what a library values and the role it plays in serving 
its community:

UsageUsage

TurnawaysTurnaways

CitationsCitations

The library’s mission and how The library’s mission and how 
it impacts collection choicesit impacts collection choices

Its educational mandate, Its educational mandate, 
particularly addressing particularly addressing 

remote accessremote access

The research goals of The research goals of 
the institutionthe institution

Whether acquiring textbooks  Whether acquiring textbooks  
for classroom use is critical  for classroom use is critical  
to student supportto student support

Whether volume will help achieve the Whether volume will help achieve the 
mission or are whether other factors should mission or are whether other factors should 
be considered to determine the true value be considered to determine the true value 
of one portfolio compared to anotherof one portfolio compared to another

Post-COVID academic libraries may look very different:

The onset of the 
COVID-19 pandemic 
led many academic 
libraries to acquire 
more e-resources to 
support remote course 
instruction.

A 2020 informal poll showed that for 46% of librarians, greater than 
60% of their collections are available electronically.*

*Elsevier, 10/27/2020. Elsevier Ebook Webinar. Elsevier, Singapore. 

Libraries will likely move away from print toward digital collections.

Digital collections will generate more granular data and improve 
analysis capabilities.

Libraries will use the available data to ensure budgets are used in 
the best way possible.

> 60% 
electronic
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